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Introduction

“The human mind has a high tendency to abandon the hard and rational ways of science and surrender to fantasy” - Rudolph Virchow.

Evidence-based medicine (EBM) was promoted by its protagonists as a new medical paradigm, from a Kuhnian [1] perspective, that would “herald a fundamental shift in the way doctors establish the clinical bases for diagnosis, prognosis and therapeutics” [2,3]. Understanding pathophysiological processes and medical experience were minimized and partly replaced by empirical data obtained by “double blind randomized clinical trials”, a tool that EBM elevated to the ultimate source of medical knowledge. Evidence obtained this way would “avoid the need for decades of experience as the only pathway to sound clinical judgment” [2]. Doctors could be fast tracked to wisdom by EBM, avoiding countless nights of study and could dump “out of date textbooks” and “journals that were too disorganized to be useful” [2].

In 1998, Couto denounced the pompous EBM delirium as a “transvestite non-theory”. Transvestite because it was dressed up as something that it was not (a new paradigm), and non-theory because its assumptions were absurd [1]. In the same paper, this author pointed out that abandoning the traditional medical disciplinary matrix would deprive medical practice of an essential meaning and epistemological function. Evidence (EBM’s evidence) would only submerge physicians in terabytes of ungovernable and meaningless data [3]. Good medicine, as Miles has pointed out, must be informed by reliable scientific evidence, not based on it [4,5].

COVID-19 and EBM

The COVID-19 pandemic, with all its uncertainties, has shaken the tenets of modern medicine, particularly of EBM, which we consider responsible for much of the confusion and qualms that have baffled us and contributed to the panic that quickly emerged.

Indeed, the COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated unquestionably and publicly the limitations of EBM and the disastrous consequences of abandoning pathophysiological principles, mocking the substantial medical experience obtained during a professional life, and subordinating the medical praxis to the tyranny of “the best empirical evidence”. What happens when a “new virus” appears and a pandemic is declared? Panic, because there are no meta-analyses and no algorithms!

Doctors that are currently in their prime, and who were therefore trained subsequent to the EBM explosion, start digging for “the best available empirical evidence”, only to find that there was none because it is a “new virus” causing a “new disease” that we know nothing about. Panic! a plethora of questions appeared, each demanding an urgent answer. Can the COVID-19 virus be transmitted from person to person? Can it be transmitted through aerosols? What about its survival on surfaces? Do masks prevent the transmission of the COVID-19 virus? Is “shelter-in-place” necessary? Should a strict lockdown be enforced? Who knows? There is no empirical evidence, one way or the
other, because COVID-19 is a “new disease caused by a new virus”. What to do then?

Evidence-free panic

Panic is not a good counselor and we know what happened. Governments all over the world started shutting down their economies while studies were being carried out in search of the best empirical evidence. If we refer, though, to well established traditional medical practice, we realize that the COVID-19 is not such an absolute novelty. Coronaviruses have been around for quite a long time and have been associated with common colds and with more lethal varieties such as severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and Middle Eastern respiratory syndrome (MERS). SARS caused an outbreak in 2002-2004 and MERS in 2012 [6,7].

It would be therefore logical to extrapolate from this accumulated knowledge and experience to offer guidelines for the COVID-19 pandemic. Person to person could be expected (confirmed), transmission through aerosols or respiratory droplets also expected (confirmed), as well as from fomites (some surfaces). Masks would be recommended for infected people and, of course, mandatory for healthcare personnel, but would not be recommended for healthy people in open spaces. Shelter-in-place for healthy people and strict lockdowns would not be considered necessary.

This is exactly what most senior doctors, who have lived through many epidemics and pandemics recommended, but their voices were muffled in the media, if not censored outright by those that were waiting for “the best empirical evidence”. Take, for example, Dr. Knut Wittkowski, who in a recent interview [8] pointed out that only retired people were speaking out against the radical and unnecessary lockdown measures to deal with the COVID-19 pandemic because they were not dependent on institutional salaries or government money. We agree, but think there is also a generational gap that needs to be considered.

EBM: empty handed for COVID-19

Senior doctors were trained in the classical medical tradition and resort to well established principles to guide their practices and recommendations. Younger generations are a lot more focused on EBM and depend on available evidence to charter their praxis. Seniors had a wealth of medical knowledge and experience to draw from, the EBM believers were empty handed for COVID-19. While radical measures were being enforced, ignorance fuelled by the absence of “the empirical evidence” was behind a series of miscalculations that cost the lives of tens of thousands of people, especially those most vulnerable to the complications of infection. We consider here two scenarios.

The first scenario relates to seniors diagnosed with COVID-19 who were returned to their nursing homes and who contaminated their fellow residents. Returning an infected senior to a nursing home, as occurred in New York under the policies of Governor Cuomo, was an error of such magnitude that it stuns common sense. Exactly the same occurred in the UK [9,10]. What type of evidence is required to prevent that catastrophe? An eighteenth century doctor would be revolted to hear about something like this.

The second scenario concerns the blatant disregard for the dire health consequences of the shelter-in-place and severe lockdown policies. When doctors recommend a treatment, its consequences have to be weighed against any drawbacks. Remember the Hippocratic aphorism: Primum non nocere (first, do no harm). Any benefits of a “possible flattening of the curve” by enacting policies such as these would have to be weighed against their well-recognised adverse consequences: depression, suicides, addictions, domestic violence, etc. Also, the cost of withholding the treatment of non-COVID-19 patients has to enter the equation. Patients with cardiovascular and oncological conditions have been terribly and cruelly ignored during this pandemic. A forthcoming paper in the Journal by Miles and Asbridge [11] sets out in considerable detail the short, medium and long-term clinical impacts of the social and political mismanagement of COVID-19.

Conclusion

The double blind randomized clinical trial is a valuable tool and should be employed whenever possible, but randomized controlled trials are not the ultimate source of knowledge and can never replace sound medical knowledge and experience [12]. This becomes vividly obvious when a situation is encountered for which there is no available evidence, but one which demands immediate action such as the emergence of a novel coronavirus. PubMed and Google Scholar have enormous uses, but we still keep our “outdated” Schwartz’s Principles of Surgery, Washington Manual, and various “disorganized” journals at hand. Thinking that a “wise and experienced” physician can be produced by EBM was ludicrous from the start, but after the COVID-19 pandemic it has become a positively delusional proposition.

Empirical evidence, like GPS, is a great tool, but only a fool would take his eyes of the road and trust the maps blindly. People that have done it are known to have fallen off precipices and it is our view that this is what has happened during this pandemic: while searching for non-existent evidence we allowed ourselves to take decisions that drove us off a precipice and we have without doubt seen that the so called cure has been worse than the disease itself. Let us all take a deep breath, recognize the missteps, and return to traditional medical reasoning and practice, which remain the basis of an authentic person-centered healthcare [13-17].
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